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       A series of exclusive conversations exploring the 
'shifts in power' and their impact on leadership in the 21st Century



Rajkot was the capital of the Saurashtra State before its merger to Bombay State 
in 1956 and then Gujarat State in 1960. It is a major regional center for the arts 
with its own native music genre, called Dayro and inherited Kathiyawadi folk 
music and home to the great keyboard artist-composer Kalaguru Shree Kantilala 
Sonchhatra, Master of many known keyboard players of Bollywood. It has 
produced one of the best rhythmist Shree Sharad Dwivedi, who played tabla. 
Currently the new young blood music director Rachintan Trivedi is making waves. 
The Garba Festival is popular with both with men and women.
Rajkot is famous for its jewellery market, silk embroidery, watch parts and many 
other industries. There are about 500 foundry units supplying the local diesel 
engine industry. It has one of the largest gold markets in India, a growing IT 
Industry and a leading management consulting firm, Ikon Marketing Consultants. 
Rajkot is becoming Asia's biggest Auto-Mobile Zone. Rajkot is also famous for its 
textile printing units, producing cotton sulvar-suits, cotton print sarees and pure 
silk patoda.
Rajkot is famous for providing education to Mahatma Gandhi at the Alfred High 
School whilst his father served as Prime Minister to the King. The city is home to 
Saurashtra University, spread across 410 acres.  It is a growing education hub with 
the objective to contribute to the growth and development of Professional 
Technical Education for the country.
Among its many historical landmarks and places to visit, the Jubilee Garden is a 
large, open park featuring many monuments from colonial times including 
Connaught Hall and the Watson Museum, displaying precious objects of the 
colonial period of India, Rajkot history and Saurashtra's cultural heritage. Nearby 
is the Mohandas Gandhi High School and childhood residence.
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Rajkot  
FOP Participants and Feedback 

Dr. Balvant Jani
Professor
Saurashtra University

“It has drawn lots of thoughts to my mind... 
the link of power to prosperity and growth of 
the nation, development of the nation and the 
whole concept of soft power."

“When we come to know our self, the power 
is generated from within. Then by connecting 
the self with the supreme soul we can attain 
the highest power."

“We have to move above religion and build a 
non-violent society, starting with the power 
generated from within. By this power good 
administration and a land of peace, 
happiness and prosperity will come."

“Redefining spirituality is very important 
and for crossing the barriers of caste, 

creed and religion.  The Brahma Kumaris 
is leading the real path of spirituality and 

enlightenment."

“We need positivity in our thoughts and 
spirituality in practice because truth is the 
core value of spirituality and is required in 
today’s world. Our interaction and sharing 
will then have determination."

Anirudh Jadeja
Social Worker

Dr. Anamik Shah
President 

Indian Society of Chemists and Biologists

Atul Sheth
Chairman Sheth Builders &
The Imperial Palace

Ajay Bhadoo, IAS 
Commissioner
Rajkot Municipal Corporation

“We have to nurture ourselves, be kind and 
have mercy on ourselves and to feed 

ourselves with spiritual food. We will then 
become strong inside so that our decisions 

are aligned with the core beautiful 
elements of our original nature.”

Anthony Phelips
Strategic Marketing Consultant, UK

B. H. Godasara          
Chairman

 Gujarat State Road Transport Corporation
  

“Energy comes from cosmic rays. 
The Source is the same for all 

human beings in the world. We are 
children of the Supreme Father."

Sis. Beena 
Project Officer

Navjeevan Trust

"Power is the inner capacity which guides 
us to the situation as it is and to lead 

others by accepting them as they are with 
sensitivity and understanding."



Dhirubhai Dobariya
Social Worker

“The Supreme Energy was the inspiration who 
has brought us all together today to make our 
future bright. The transformer of this world 
wants to transform this world through us."

“It was a wonderful experience, it was really 
vibrating and I got time to discover myself. 
People should understand the difference 
between religion and spirituality, in small 
towns and villages also."

"When we have inner power within us 
nothing is impossible. Meditation helps us to 
enhance such inner power."

“The world is in crises, crises of time, 
and crises in relationships. Through this 

spiritual dialogue we got the message to 
grow through spirituality, to be humane 

and work for the society."

“This dialogue will be useful for emerging 
inner strength. I feel that this dialogue 
should be arranged for youth leaders too."

Chetana Vyas
District Education Officer
Zilla Panchayat

Dr. Bhavana Joshipura
President 

National Commission for Women in India

Dharmendra Mehta
Chairman 
Genius Group of Institution

BK Bhartididi
Director 
Brahma Kumaris, Rajkot

"True power is inside and in spirituality. 
We have to develop spiritual power for 

the betterment of the whole of 
humanity instead of using violence."

Dhansukhbhai Vora
President 

Greater Rajkot Chamber of 
Commerce & Industries

Dr. Dhaval Patel          
District Development  Officer

Zilla Panchayat 

“There are mainly two qualities: First 
is Humility and second is Sensitivity."

Dr. Geeta Gida         
Program Executive 

All India Radio

“With the qualities of both the head and the 
heart, we are able to bring positive change 

in the world around us and generate lasting 
goodwill in the people who know you and 

those who don’t  know you."



Dr. Kamal Parikh
MD, Sterling Hospital

“This spiritual dialogue gave me the strength 
to increase my thoughts for social services of 
the needy. This dialogue should be arranged 
yearly to encourage social services."

"Power relates to the body, society and the 
universe. My thought about power empowers 
the mind, giving good food to the mind, we 
automatically build a better society."

"We were awakened to the fact that we must 
do something for ourselves and come 
together to do something for the society."

Nice future for India but it depends on 
political situation how they give the 
direction towards religion. We need 

further directions as to how to move 
forward with this."

"The future of power is lying within the 5Ds... 
Dedication towards life, being Down to earth, 
Discipline, inherent Desire and Disciple in 
spirituality. It is mind power which is now 
emerging in the 21st century."

Indranil Rajyaguru
MLA, Rajkot 68
Chairman, Hotel Neelda Dhaba

Hasubhai Dave
Vice Chairman

Mahatma Gandhi Labour Institution

Jayesh Radadiya
MD, OZAT Pump

Harivadan Antani
Social Worker

“We all carry infinite potential to change the 
world through the power of love, humanity, 

acceptance, creativity and blessed joy. The 
ability to change, decide and create comes 

by connecting with the supreme being."

Jay Vasavda
Author

Jyotindra Mehta        
Chairman

Gujarat Urban Co-operative
Bank Federation 

“The hidden power can be unearthed 
because the soul is powerful. It will happen 

through understanding, training, love and 
affection to all creatures of the world."

Kamlesh Jani        
Vice Chancellor

Indian Institution of Teacher Education

"Without spiritual force one cannot 
go ahead. Spirituality gives success in 

life and positivity in everything."



Natalie Millar
Film Producer 
Motion Media Arts
Australia 

“Real Power is spiritual power through which 
you can achieve whatever is good for you. 
General power is when people look to you to 
take responsibility for making this world better."

"The great sages of India have upheld India's 
heritage, now those values are slipping away 
and you leaders have the great challenge to 
bring them back into every profession."

“I got new understanding, power and 
strength from this program to surrender the 
self for service and the enthusiasm to do 
something new for the nation."

“When we start the process from inside, 
power is generated from within. We have 

to reach the people who don’t know 
about such power. Only through this  

power will good administration, peace, 
happiness and prosperity come."

“Though bringing together personalities as we 
have today, creates an attraction that can lead 
others. This kind of power we shared today can 
make the world an amazing place for all."

Kuvarjibhai Bavaliya
MP, Lok Sabha
Convener of Gujarat MPs

Kiran Pandya
President, Yogoda Satsang Society

Maureen Chen
Participant Liaison, FOP
Australia 

Ketan Marwadii
MD, Marwadi Shares and Finance

“This programme gave me a deep insight as 
to what our heritage was and the legacy I will 

pass on to future generations, an immense 
energy to work with the milk of human 
kindness for humanity and all species."

Shri Mandhatasinh Jadeja
CMD, Handrasinhji Bhadva 

Study Circle

Mohit K. Patel
Vice Chairman
R.K. University

“Whatever you want in your life you can get 
it. Your feelings reflect what you are giving.  

All that we send into the lives of others, 
comes back into our own."

Nizar Jumai        
Initiator, the future of power

Industrialist, Kenya

"People come to India to learn 
meditation and about spirituality and 

non violence. We have to make 
spirituality fashionable. Spirituality 

simply means to have elevated 
thoughts and actions."



Renu Yagnik
Co-ordinator
Kalanikeketan-The Theator Group

“Power gives you responsibility and accountability 
to be a dedicated human being and dedicated 
professional. Look forward and create an 
organization and world with this great power.”

“Where  there is spirituality, power comes 
automatically. In daily life God’s power is with 
us and like a lighted lamp, we move from the 
ignorance of darkness to enlightenment."

“Power always comes with responsibility. 
Synchronizing power is important. Power is 
to maintain confidence and commitment 
towards your responsibility."

“Power is a positive energy which we 
get from supreme power God and it 

strengthens myself and can 
strengthen the universe."

“To get this power we should have faith in the 
Supreme power. When we have the faith in 
that power then we are able to do everything."

Rajesh Tamboli
President, Rotary Club

Preethy ben
HR Manager  in Navjeevan Trust, 

The Diocesan Social Work Department, Rajkot. 

Rakshben Boliya
Mayor of Rajkot

Swami Parmatmanand Saraswatiji
General Secretary
Hindu Dharma Acharya Sabha

“Power means to be accountable and 
transparent and take responsibility for 

things if they are wrong. This is 
enlightened leadership. We have to 

broaden and redefine spirituality."

Rajkumar Bidla
Program Officer, 

Youth Affairs Commonwealth Secretariat 

Dr. Ravi Hirwani      
Centre Head

Wockhardt Hospital

“True power is to understand yourself and 
your intellect through which you can benefit 

the whole community. Power gives you 
responsibility and accountability as a 

dedicated human being and professional."

Samayak Didi      
Professor, Atmiya College

“P - perseverance, prayer, O - opportunity 
for spiritual welfare, W - spiritual wealth, 
E - enthusiasm,  R - respect for each and 

everyone irrespective of status. Power 
brings harmony between all elements."



Vimal Dev Kapoor
Principal
Vidyaniketan School

“There is some universal power which gives 
us strength to win over ourselves. Knowing 
the self, we become fearless. The highest 
victory is the victory over one's self."

"India can be a power hub by creating a 
harmonious co-existence of spirituality 
and science. It requires leaders who can 
lead the country and world towards 
peace and harmony."

“Power is only one thing and that is 
character. If the character is pure then 
pure power is with us."

“Everybody has to find out his own truth. 
Truth is a pathless land. We should develop 
our conscience through knowledge to find 

truth and experience truth."

"There lies within us something which we 
have not taken care of. We need to revive 
this energy which we have internally. 
Spirituality helps us to grow within."

Shailesh Sagpariya
Deputy Director, Sardar Patel Insti. 
of Public Administration

Shahbuddin Rathod
Humourist

Dr. Vallabh Kathiriya
Former MP
Chairman, Gujarat Gauseva Ayog

Dr. Sanjay Kamdar
Professor, Virani College

"Inner peace of mind to control everything 
inside and outside is real power."

Uday Shankar Jha
Snr. Divisional Safety Officer

Western Railways

Veljibhai Desai     
Industrialist

Aadhunik Global Energy

“The oil based economy is to collapse in 20 
years and a soil based decentralized 

economy will prevail over the world. We 
have not to be fascinated by the west but to 

teach them a peaceful way of life."

Hon Vajubahi Vala   
Speaker, Gujarat Legislative Assembly 

“India had a great inheritance of traditions; 
we have to bring back our inheritance by 

awakening our conscience. The whole world 
is moving towards materialism, the efforts 

done for spirituality by Brahma Kumaris are 
admirable."



Forty six leaders from all walks of life attended the Rajkot Dialogue at the Imperial Palace Hotel on 
16th November, 2013.  Nizar Juma, an Industralist from Kenya and the Initiator of this series of 
dialogues, opened the dialogue with the comment "It is not a matter of 'if' power will come to 
Bharat.  It is coming back to Bharat.  How can the leaders of Bharat now make that power 
benevolent, soft and sustainable for India and the world."  He soon handed over to our Facilitator, 
Anthony Phelips from the UK, "It is true that India is now taking a lead in many areas and I have the 
faith that together, the leaders of India can take the world out of the clutches of greed and ego.  I am 
often struck by the simplicity and humility of your leaders."
Geeta Gida, Programme Executive, All India Radio, "Anger management is very important as anger 
causes great loss." Vimal Dev Kapoor, Principal, Vidhyaniketan School, shared "I am grateful that 
people pushed me ahead. Many feel a false sense of contentment when so much more can be 
expressed and the society needs reform." Vallabhbhai Kathiriya, Former MP and currently 
Chairman, Gujarat Gauseva Ayog, "I practice enlightenment in my life by working honestly and living 
in the present.  I would like to tell my children to care for the environment  and live spirituality."  
Rajkumar Bidla, Program Officer, Youth Affairs, Commonwealth Secretariat, UK, " Power means to 
be accountable and transparent and take responsibility of things if they are wrong. This is 
enlightened leadership to me. "
The next evening there was a programme for 1,000 invited guests at the Hema Ghadavi Auditorium, 
featuring a talk show hosted by Anthony Phelips.  Bhavnaben Joshipura, former Mayor of Rajkot 
shared her experience of the dialogue, "We discussed how feelings of emptiness and inculcating 
better relationships, etc. can be done through spiritual counseling and the difference between 
religion and spirituality." Shri Madhantasinh Manoharsinhji Jadeja, shared his views on soft power,  
"By eliminating ever rising wants, free from impurities our energy becomes divine, free flowing 
towards right conduct and the power of peace."   Natalie Millar, an Australian film maker and a 
Partner of Motion Media Arts, based in Mumbai, shared "All human beings share the same inner 
feeling and wish for values in our life. No matter our position, caste or colour, it bind us together with 
the one feeling."
The Chief Guest, Hon Vajubhai Vala, the former Minister of Finance, Labour and Employment 
stated,  “No one is bad since birth but different situations affect everyone. Irrespective of what I am 
today, one should start changing himself to move ahead and help others. I had the opportunity to 
help an adiwasi family and only then realised how much difference we can make to someone's life 
with just a small effort on our part.  People with resources have the power through knowledge, 
finances, etc. to empower others."
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Back L to R: Kiran Pandya (Yogoda Satsang Society), Dr Sanjay Kamdar (Prof, Virani College), Shahbuddin Rathod (Humorist), 
Anamik Shah (President Indian Society of Chemist & Biologists), Jayesh Radadiya (MD, OZAT), Dhansukhbhai Vora 
(President, Greater Rajkot Chamber of Commerce & Industry), Jay Vasavda (Author), BH Godasara (Chairman, Gujarat State 
Road Transport Corp), Anirudh Jadeja (Social Worker), Veljibhai Desai (Industrialist, Aadhunik Global Energy), Shri 
Mandhatasinh Jadeja (CMD, Handrasinhji Bhadva Study Circle), Kuvarjibhai Bavaliya (MP, Lok Sabha), Dr Vallabh Kathiriya 
(Former MP, Chairman, Gujarat Gauseva Ayog), Vimal Dev Kapoor (Principal, Vidhyaniketan School), Dr Kamlesh Jani 
(Principal P.D.Malaviya College), Uday Shankar Jha (Snr. Divisional Safety Officer, Western Railways), Hasubhai Dave (VC, 
Mahatma Gandhi Labour Inst), Jyontidra Mehta (CM, RNSB), Rajesh Tamboli (President, Rotary Club), Atul Sheth 
(Chairman, Sheth Builders & The Imperial Palace), Harivadan Antani (Social Server), Anthony Phelips (Strategic Marketing 
Consultant, UK), Dr Ravi Hirwani (Center Head, Wockhardt Hospitals), Dr Balvant Jani (Prof, Saurashtra Univ). 
Front L to R: Dhirubhai Dobariya (President, Rastriya Shala), Maureen Chen (Participant Liaison, Australia), Natalie Millar 
(Film Producer, Australia), Anjuben (Co-ordinator, Brahma Kumaries, Rajkot), Dr Geeta Gida (Program Executive All India 
Radio), Nizar Juma (Initiator, Future Of Power, Industrialist, Kenya), Bhartididi (Director, Brahma Kumaris), Dr Bhavna 
Joshipura (President, National Commision for Women), Sis Beena (Project Officer, Navjeevan Trust), Sis Preeti (Project 
Officer Navjeevan Trust), Rajkumar Bidla (Program Officer, Youth Officer, Commonwealth Secretariat, UK). 
Not in Photo: Ajay Bhadoo (IAS Commissioner, RMC), Dr Dhaval Patel (Dist. Development Officer), Indranil Rajyaguru 
(MLA), Chetana Vyas (District Education Officer), Shailesh Sagpariya (Deputy Director), Renu Yagnik (Kalaniketan, The 
Theater Group), Swami Parmatmanand Saraswati ji (Hindu Dharma Acharya Sabha), Raksha Ben Boliya (Mayor), Dr Kamal 
Parikh (MD, Sterling Hospital), Ketan Marwadi (Marwadi Shares & Finance Ltd.), Mohit K Patel (VC, RK University), Sadhavi 
Samayakdidi (Prof Atmiya College) avjeevan Trust), Rajkumar Bidla (Program Officer, Youth Officer, Commonwealth 
Secretariat, U.K.).

the future of power, Rajkot 16th November 2013, The Imperial Palace


